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Petra Kvitova Shows Ability to Translate
Game to Clay
By Ros Satar
May 13th 2015

Over the past three weeks, taking in Stuttgart and then Madrid has been an interesting exercise in
observation. A year ago, I recall sitting in the media access session with a defensive-looking
Kvitova. The answers were stock and short. Yes, she was looking forward to the new season. No,
this did not feel like real clay because it is fast and indoors. Yes, the Porsche looks nice.
I cannot have been the only one who was shocked at the news this year that just a couple of
months into the new season, she was taking time off for exhaustion. Her season had not been that
bad, when you look at some others.
So it was with some trepidation that I took my seat with the press at this year’s Stuttgart pretournament press conference and sat open-mouthed (figuratively speaking) as she described how
this was not just a “wake up and not feeling it” moment but something that had been building for
quite some time. She said that her coach had been the one to suggest it, and that she loved not
thinking, living, breathing tennis for a while.

It was her openness that stood out. She shyly smiled as she explained the circumstances behind
the decision, and how she enjoyed nothing better than to do absolutely nothing to do with tennis.
“In the beginning of the season it was okay but in Sydney I started to feel these weird symptoms
that I was playing but I didn’t really feel any excitement,” she told us. “I was feeling empty. And
I won a match 6:4 in the quarterfinal, I didn’t have any feelings, I wasn’t really happy, I just was
‘okay, good, semifinal tomorrow’, and I started to talk with my coach David [Kotyza] and tried
to explain what it is.”
She continued, “He said that he sees a little bit the same as me what is inside. He knows me well,
so I didn’t have to explain that much, but it was really difficult. It didn’t help in Melbourne and
Dubai. Doha it’s nothing to say about. So I’m glad that I took the break and had a nice time. I
didn’t think about tennis.”
Emboldened just a couple of weeks later, when a gaggle of us were taken to the Players Lounge
after her opening win, I followed up an intern’s question of whether she was friends with the
clay. I suggested she was maybe not at the dating stage yet, and it became a running theme
during her press conferences.

Even the day I decided not to ask her about it, she smiled and came up with the quote all by
herself. It seems the break had done her a world of good not only in terms of falling in love with
her tennis again, but also interacting with all the elements that go with being a tennis player.

She is not the only one. Simon Halep also admitted that just last year, the thought of sitting with
the press would ‘stress her out,’ but she was stunned to come up from a late finish to see a gaggle
of press in Stuttgart sitting patiently, joking amongst ourselves as we waited to interview her.
Even when Kvitova won her second Wimbledon title, she freely admitted that the first time
around, she had been simply unprepared for the level of attention that came with it.
What of the attention that comes with the comeback? Asking Serena Williams what she had
thought of Kvitova’s decision to step away from the tour, she said: “I think it's admirable that
she said it and talked about it. It's so understandable. It's a grind.”
Williams elaborated further the following day, after being hit off the court by Kvitova in the
Madrid semifinal: “Most people don't do it. Most people play through it and maybe go down a
level or don't play well because they really need to take some time off. They end up losing
confidence and not playing as good as they can. She was wise enough to realize that she needed
a break, and she was able to be able do well.”

What we saw in the final on Saturday was ‘Peak Petra’ – the kind that obliterated WTA Angelelect Genie Bouchard in her Wimbledon final debut. This was not Petra’s beloved grass, but she
was certainly giving clay the come-on (or should that be ‘pojd’?).
So when I got the mic and geared myself to ask, ‘So now do you think you are dating the clay?’
she admitted that what she was doing was her game, and not even giving any quarter to the
slippery dirt.
To give her credit, she was painting the lines and hammering home winners so convincingly that
if you stared at the sun directly and then squinted, you would swear the red had turned green.
When Kvitova is in the zone, she can batter the fluff off the ball better than some of the men, I
would wager. Her use of angles, putting in dropshots, and joking afterwards that ‘it worked’ gave
rise to a whole new character from the shy woman from Bilovec.
Would you bet against her to give her fellow elite clay court queens a good run for their money?
Well I, for one, would take a jar of dirt out for a meal for that, and add Kvitova to the list of
favorites for the French Open.
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Federer, Wawrinka Win, Respond to
Controversies at French Open
By Ros Satar
May 24th 2015

The start of 15 days of fun in the dirt got off to a winning but ultimately controversial start for
the ATP stars as the French Open started with its reduced Sunday program.

With Roger Federer doing the honors of leading the way for the men’s draw once more on Court
Philippe Chatrier, not to mention a startlingly bright pair of shorts for his Roland Garros
ensemble, these were overshadowed at the end of the match.
The match itself was by and large a routine win for Federer. There were the occasional rustylooking shots against Alejandro Falla, who famously gave Federer a tough time in the first round
of Wimbledon back in 2010. The Colombian was never able to really trouble the Swiss on the
clay in both of their previous meetings in Roland Garros, and despite some occasional dazzling
passing shots, he had no real answer as Federer wound himself into the match, closing out a 6-3
6-3 6-4 win in ten minutes shy of two hours.
However, things turned a little darker as a selfie-seeking fan jumped onto the court and was
actually at Federer’s side for some rather uncomfortable seconds before a security guard finally
intervened, only to let him go!
After the match, Federer did not hold back on his feelings on the subject, having also felt
uncomfortable during an earlier practice session where he was directly approached as well as
being also subject to an on-court confrontation during the 2009 final.

“I'm not happy about it. Obviously not one second I'm happy about it,” he said. “It happened
yesterday in the practice, too. Normally I only speak on behalf of myself, but in this situation I
think I can speak on behalf of all the players, that that's where you do your job, that's where you
want to feel safe.”
He continued, “[Tournament Director] Gilbert Ysern already came and apologized to me, and
we had a quick conversation. I just told him what I think needs to happen. I told him about
yesterday, as well, which he didn't know about.
I'm sure they will take the necessary steps now, but this doesn't only mean for this tournament
for this year. It means for all the tournaments we play all the years coming up. We need to make
sure that it's safe out there and people don't just wander on the court like a free pass.”
The sticky start for the tournament did not end there, as Stan Wawrinka was less than impressed
with a piece that had appeared on the official Roland Garros website, referring to his recent
personal issues ahead of his opening round against Marsel Ilhan.

In this day of rapidly moving social media, the article was tweeted and re-tweeted by journalists
covering the tournament and fans alike, and Wawrinka was certainly not pulling his own

punches on the subject after his first-round win, calling it a “completely stupid article,” before
commenting further.
“It's the official website of a Grand Slam, so I hope the guy who did that article is not a
journalist. I also hope the guy who is supposed to check all the articles on the website is not
working anymore for the tournament. Because for me, for a Grand Slam website, it should be an
article about the tennis and that's it. I told the tournament that I wasn't really happy about it.”
It was not all doom and gloom for the men’s draw. Kei Nishikori looked in decent form as he
overcame a flurry of defense by France’s Paul-Henri Mathieu to prevail 6-3 7-5 6-1. Also
looking in fine form was home crowd favorite Jo-Wilfried Tsonga, who delighted the crowds
with a commanding win over Sweden’s Christian Lindell, 6-1 6-2 6-2. Gael Monfils and Gilles
Simon will be amongst some of Tsonga’s other compatriots to try their hand at joining him in the
second round, when they play on Monday.
Last year’s semifinalist Ernests Gulbis, who stymied Federer in the fourth round last year, won
just his third match of the year in straight sets, but he drew the ire of the French crowd by not
pausing to sign autographs.
Only two seeds failed to make it past the first day, as Ivo Karlovic [25] was bettered by perennial
crowd favourite Marcos Baghdatis, and Guillermo Garcia-Lopez [26] lost a gruelling five-setter
to the USA’s Steve Johnson.
The top half of the draw kicks into high gear on Monday with Andy Murray closing out the
day’s action on Chatrier. Play starts at 11am CET.
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Murray, French Men Shine on Day 2 at
Roland Garros
By Ros Satar
May 25th 2015

After the laid back half-start of Sunday, it was all systems go for the rest of the bottom half of
the men’s draw and a few select names from the top half. There was an early seeded casualty as
Feliciano Lopez [11] tumbled in straight sets against Teymuraz Gabashvili.
There were home favorites winning all round on Monday, as a veritable cadre of Frenchmen
made it through to the next round. Gilles Simon decided to rock the new black look as he
prevailed in four sets over Lucas Pouille, while Gael Monfils decided to tease his adoring fans
with a casual drop of the second set against Edouard Roger-Vasselin, who edged a tiebreak and
put up a spirited fight in the fourth set but was overcome by Monfils. While other French players
often feel crippled by performing in one of the most partisan crowds at a Grand Slam, Monfils
can produce some of his best tennis here. Newly motivated with a new coach, he is keeping his
fingers crossed for a fourth-round showdown with Roger Federer.

Understated as always, new favorite on the block Andy Murray closed off all the action on
Chatrier. His run on clay since his nuptials (and perhaps more significantly since skipping the
Monte Carlo Masters) has yielded two clay court titles for the Brit – the first clay court titles of
his career. His decision to seek out some of the best clay-courters in Barcelona to practice with
also helped sharpen up his game.
It also has as much to do with Murray having finally gotten to grips with the after-effects of his
back surgery from the end of 2013. Most of 2014 was a constant state of adjustment with Murray
racking up the court time at the end of the year to make the Barclays ATP World Tour Finals,
where fatigue finally took its toll, seeing out the year with a whimper.
Although some may say that three defeats this year at the hands of world No. 1 Novak Djokovic
may not exactly scream success from the rooftops, and while his quarterfinal losses have been to
lower-ranked players, Murray looks to be back to more consistent ways. That did not stop him
from giving fans and pundits alike a little wobble, as his initial commanding lead over lucky
loser Facundo Arguello was edged back. We were treated to some deft drop shots and some
breathtaking rallies between the two, but experience prevailed as Murray closed out a 6-3 6-3 61 win.

He explained after the match, “I found it difficult at the beginning. Then I felt when the wind
died down a bit in the second and third set, I felt that the level of tennis was better. It was more
entertaining rallies and we played some good points.
“Because he moves extremely well, when he was in defensive positions he came up with some
good sort of re-drop shots and lobs.”
Interestingly, after Roger Federer had raised some issues he had about the speed of the court,
Murray offered up his own view.
“Philippe Chatrier is very slow, extremely slow. I have never felt it like that before. When I
practiced on the outside courts and the sun is out, it's always pretty quick, high-bouncing.
Suzanne Lenglen is a little bit slower than the outside courts, but still it's not that slow. But
Centre Court, very low bouncing, which is strange.”
Of course, the stage is now set for Philip-Chatrier’s pièce de résistance, as defending champion
Rafael Nadal takes center stage in possibly one of the most keenly anticipated first rounds. Will
the fallen king find his crown? Or will Novak Djokovic, who follows him, start his journey to
win the one Grand Slam title that eludes him?
Play continues at Roland Garros from 11am CET.
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Nadal, Djokovic Cruise at Roland Garros;
Dimitrov Upset
By Ros Satar
May 26th 2015

After two and a half days of play, the men’s first round drew to a close, but the focus was on one
court and two players. At the end of the day, the mouth-watering prospect of a quarterfinal still
looms large.

Defending champion Rafael Nadal took to the court against French wildcard Quentin Halys.
Except for a pesky break by the Frenchman to get back on even terms after Nadal secured a
break in the opening game, he had no real answer for Nadal’s familiar lasso forehand. Its topspin
stranded Halys in a desert of clay as Nadal emerged triumphant, 6-3 6-3 6-4.
Nadal plays a brutal game, and he admitted that it was a good start, although he felt he could
have been a little better.
He said: “After the first three games that I started a little bit slow, then I start moving the ball
better. I am happy the way that I played. [It] is the first match and I played enough well, and I
think my forehand worked well for a lot of moments.”
Nadal will face compatriot Nicolas Almagro in the second round.
Moving swiftly on, Novak Djokovic took to the court after Nadal to commence his campaign.
With his position as world No. 1 and his clay court pedigree coming into the match, he was the
heavy favorite as he took on tour veteran Jarkko Nieminen. There was nothing vintage about the
Finn as he skipped about the court, even building up a 4-1 lead against Djokovic in the second
set. It was an interesting wobble, if we could call it that, and pretty soon normal service was
resumed as Djokovic closed out a comfortable 6-2 7-5 6-2 win.

“I was aware of the quality and experience of my opponent today, who has shown, and especially
in the second set, why he's been around the tour and a successful, consistent player for so many
years,” Djokovic acknowledged. “He can play. He can swing through the ball and be
very aggressive.”
“He was the better player for most of the second set. And then I managed to come back and play
some good shots, stayed patient, stayed calm. And overall it was a very solid performance.”
Djokovic will face the winner of the match between Gilles Muller and Paolo Lorenzi, with that
match suspended for bad light at the start of the fifth set.

Of course, it will not have escaped their notice that this stacked quarter of the draw just got a
little easier, as Jack Sock dealt 10th seed Grigor Dimitrov a second successive first-round defeat
in the French capital. The pack chasing the Big Four has been shifting and changing its leaders.
Some have remained solid and consistent (Kei Nishikori, Tomas Berdych), but others have
struggled to keep up with the pace (Milos Raonic, Marin Cilic, and now Dimitrov).
Since his run to the Wimbledon semifinal, clobbering defending champion Andy Murray along
the way, there have been high hopes for Dimitrov to establish himself. While his fitness and

stamina have improved under the tutelage of Roger Rasheed, his off-days still cost him dear, as a
fired-up Jack Sock joined John Isner in the second round.
Sock had pushed Dimitrov close when they played in Stockholm last year, and it was enough to
give the American the confidence he needed to send Dimitrov packing in straight sets, 7-6(7) 6-2
6-3.
Sock said, “I feel like if I play some of my best tennis I have a chance against anybody. To play
on clay I think suits me a little more. If I played well, I knew I had a chance. I was able to do it.”
His second-round opponent will be Pablo Carreno Busta.
Round two begins on Wednesday at 11am CET, with Roger Federer and Kei Nishikori leading
the action on the two main courts.
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Federer, Nishikori, Frenchmen Roll at
Roland Garros
By Ros Satar
May 27th 2015

It remained all systems go for No. 2 seed Roger Federer as the second round got underway for
the bottom half of the draw in Roland Garros. The Swiss star secured a straight-sets win, as did
the French favorites and one very understated Japanese player.

Federer certainly did not underestimate the difficulties that Marcel Granollers could cause him,
and he had to peg the Spaniard back after being broken in the second set. Unusually for Federer,
it brought from him a few yelled oaths into a towel, although after his straight sets win, 6-2 76(1) 6-3, he admitted that the frustration got the better of him.
“I played a horrible game,” he said. “It was just very disappointing and frustrating. But after that,
I must say, it was probably my best spell of the match right after that. I was down 2-Love in the
third. The reaction was what I wanted. Maybe that's also one of the reasons why I did get a bit
angry with myself, because it was really just such a bad game.”
“I was able to play with variation today. I was offensive. I was successful at net. So overall, I
was very, very pleased.”
There were no such drama for Kei Nishikori, although he was tested a little by Thomaz Bellucci
on the way to a straight-sets win, 7-5 6-4 6-4.
Nishikori said after his match, “I have a lot of confidence on clay right now, so I hope I can do
well here because I haven't done the best result [here] yet. But I'm feeling really [good] in these

two matches and winning three straight sets against a tough player like Thomaz. Very happy to
be going to the next round.”
While both Gilles Simon and Jo-Wilfried Tsonga sailed into the third round, and Benoit Paire
outplayed a listless Fabio Fognini, perpetual showman Gael Monfils certainly decided to give the
watching crowd on Court Philippe-Chatrier full value for money for the day’s ticket. He and
Diego Schwartzman swapped sets twice before Monfils got the definitive strike in the final set to
dismiss the young Argentine. Was that truly necessary?

Monfils said, “It was difficult today because from a tactical perspective, he was playing
something different. It took me time to find a solution. I could do without a five-set match
because you lose more energy mentally, more than physically. Today, I played an hour and 15
minutes at a very high mental intensity level. So it's mentally that you wear out.”
Tomas Berdych overcame Davis Cup teammate Radek Stepanek in four sets, and Stan Wawrinka
also advanced, but it was not to be for last year’s semi-finalist Ernests Gulbis. His injury woes
and resulting lack of form saw him scrape together only a couple of wins on the dirt, and his
downward trajectory through the rankings will continue at quite a pace.

Spare a thought for the second match of the schedule to get carried over, as Philipp
Kohlschreiber and Pablo Andujar were stopped for poor light at 4-2 in the fifth set to the
German. Quite rightly, Andujar was furious that his request to pause at the start of the fifth set
had been rejected, while Kohlschreiber must wonder if it is just in the stars that his matches on
clay get dragged over days. He played a fifth-set shoot-out overnight against Andy Murray last
year, not to mention being disrupted by the Munich weather along with the Brit, before facing
him once more in the Madrid Opener at the eye-watering time of 1:12 a. m.
They will complete their match on Thursday, when the crowds on Chatrier will be treated to
Rafael Nadal and Murray, while Djokovic takes his turn on Court Suzanne-Lenglen.
Play continues at Roland Garros at 11am CET.
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Djokovic, Murray, Nadal Stay on Track at
Roland Garros
By Ros Satar
May 28th 2015

The stack of cards still stands as the third round beckons for Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, and
Andy Murray. Once more, today was going to be all about that quarter, and first up was Rafael
Nadal against Nicolas Almagro. Few can forget the sheer delight on Almagro’s face when he
claimed his first win over Nadal, the last time that Rafa was “slumping,” in a Barcelona
quarterfinal. He was unable to reprise his nemesis role when the pair met once more in Barcelona
this year, and drawing a committed Nadal this early on in Roland Garros proved to
be unfortunate.

From the start, Nadal was pressing him early, bringing up two break points in the first game,
although to be fair having to fend off one of his own in the next. But the pressure told on
Almagro as Nadal secured the first break before the first change of ends. It would be enough to
secure the first set after squandering three set points in the game before and needing two more to
seal the deal.
Nadal took the advantage early in the second set with another early break. Although Almagro
managed to break right back, Nadal broke once more to serve for the set. After that, the
momentum was truly with the Mallorcan as he roared through the third set for a 6-4 6-3 61 victory.
By contrast, Murray was the first of the men’s favorites to drop a set, against Portugal’s Joao
Sousa. It was the first time Sousa had taken a set off the Brit, who struggled with the presence of
the on-court high-camera and even picked up two rare time violations that did not help matters,
as he also came close to going a break down in the third set.
Despite a few drops of rain, Murray regained the upper hand, fighting back in the third set.
Perhaps at that point Sousa’s tail dropped a little as Murray broke him three times for a 6-2 4-6

6-4 6-1 win before trying to stifle his laughter at performing his on-court interview with a kilted
Fabrice Santoro.
Things initially were looking like a walk in the park for world No. 1 Djokovic, who sailed
through the opening set against Gilles Muller before a more competitive second set. Djokovic
then was troubled with a hip/groin injury, including a rather uncomfortable-looking session with
the trainer on a towel on court, before serving out the second set. Even looking distinctly
inhibited, he still built up a double-break cushion and despite Muller claiming one of the breaks
back, it was enough to come through another round.

Djokovic said afterwards, “Thankfully it's nothing major. So it's not a concern for the next
match, which is the most important thing. I made a couple of slides that were quite unusual, with
a change of directions. And it happened in those dynamic movements, I jammed the hip a
little bit.”
Next up for Djokovic is Thanasi Kokkinakis, who won the battle of the Aussies against Bernard
Tomic in a five-set bruiser – literally. Kokkinakis had to explain a bizarre hip injury that left him
battered and bleeding.

“I went to react to a smash, and I think I tripped and fell, and my racquet landed on the ground
before me. My hip landed straight on the grip or my throat of the racquet or something. It's pretty
bruised right now, but that's all right.”
On meeting Djokovic (who was still playing at the time), he added, “I need to play my game.
Not a lot changes. Obviously he's barely lost this year, so it's going to be a tough task for sure,
but I'm not going to change my game plan. I am going to try and do what I do well, and
hopefully it works against him.”
Kokkinakis was joined by another high-rising teen, Borna Coric, who came through a gruelling
five-setter against Tommy Robredo. Tomic and Robredo joined Viktor Troicki, Philipp
Kohlschreiber, and John Isner as second-round seeded casualties.
All eyes now return to Roger Federer and a troupe of Frenchmen who head up the play on the
show courts on Friday, when play begins at 11am CET.
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Federer, Wawrinka, Sharapova Reach
Second Week in Paris
By Ros Satar
May 29th 2015

For fans who delight in such things, there was a pleasing sense of symmetry in the results for
both former French Open champion Roger Federer and compatriot Stan Wawrinka. The Swiss
stars sailed into their respective fourth rounds with identical 6-4 6-3 6-2 scores.

Federer said, “My own game was good. It took me a little bit of time to get into it, to understand
how he is serving, plus he was serving a few of the lines in the beginning. Once I got the rhythm,
it got better and better, and I was able to play more freely and mix up the game. I thought Damir
[Dzumhur, his opponent] played well.”
The same was true for Wawrinka, playing Steve Johnson who was an unknown quantity for the
Swiss No. 2 in this match, their first meeting. Wawrinka has looked pretty focused and perhaps
after an unfortunate article prior to the tournament focusing more on his personal life than his
tennis, he has largely been under the radar.
He said after the match, “After the first set, things went quite smoothly. I was a little nervous in
the first set. I hesitated on a few points. I think I was sort of watching because I didn't really
know what to expect.”
Well, the one thing we could all expect was a packed afternoon schedule of Frenchmen had to
equal drama, and they did not disappoint. With Gilles Simon the first through, and Richard
Gasquet playing catch up to even get into the third round with his match carried over from the
night before, the focus was all on Gael Monfils and Jo-Wilfried Tsonga.

The French crowd adore them, and with a boisterously rousing rendition of La Marseillaise
during Monfils’ match against Pablo Cuevas, we could all be forgiven for snatching up a
baguette and joining in.
Cuevas drew first blood, taking the first set and urging a listless-looking Monfils to lift his game
to take the second-set tiebreak. The Uruguayan struck back and looked to have it all sewn up in
the fourth set, having opened up a 4-1 lead with two sets already in hand. But you cannot keep
Monfils down, and he broke Cuevas three times in a row to take it into a decider.
Monfils can slide away. Remember his collapse in his fifth set against Andy Murray last year?
Again, it looked as though he was off to a bad start as he was broken in the first game. Always
one to stun the commentators and crowd alike, Monfils proceeded to break the Uruguayan twice
in a row, and from there he never looked in danger of losing that advantage, seeing him off 4-6
7-6(1) 3-6 6-4 6-3.
Tsonga toughed out a first-set tiebreak before progressing in comfortable straight sets over Pablo
Andujar, 7-6(3) 6-4 6-3.

Toughing things out was the order of the day for defending champion Maria Sharapova, who still
had to struggle with a cold. Although she handled an in-form Sam Stosur in straight sets,
Sharapova looked visibly emotional with the win.
She said, “I was just really happy to win this one. I knew it was going to be a tough one going
into the match, considering the start of the week was really tough. I knew I had a tough
opponent, and I just wanted to be as ready as I could. I was really happy to win it.”
There were no such drama for Ana Ivanovic, who steamed through her third-round match, after
starting slowly in the tournament and twice having to come from a set down. But there was less
good news for eighth seed Carla Suarez Navarro, who was beaten by Flavia Pennetta in
straight sets.
The line up on Chatrier for Saturday is looking more glittery by the day, with Petra Kvitova
starting the day’s action followed by Novak Djokovic against Aussie teen sensation Thanasi
Kokkinakis, with the prospect of another great match up between Serena Williams and a
constantly improving Victoria Azarenka as well.
Lenglen kicks off with Andy Murray against Aussie showman Nick Kyrgios, and with Rafael
Nadal third on the schedule.
Play begins at 11am CET.
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Serena, ATP Big Four Earn Berths in Second
Week
By Ros Satar
May 30th 2015

In a day that saw us edge ever closer to the men’s quarterfinal that shall not be named, it was the
women who provided the most drama in a tense encounter once more between Serena Williams
and Victoria Azarenka. The pair had been at the start of an enduring rivalry before a foot injury
ruled the Belarusian out for most of last year. Now she plays her role of demon in the draw with
quite some effectiveness. She has defeated Caroline Wozniacki three times alone this year, and
she sent Venus Williams packing in the opening round in Madrid before bowing out herself in a
battle against Serena Williams.
This time around, she was very much the aggressor, constantly putting Williams under pressure.
Azarenka was rewarded with the first set and even took the initiative in the second set before
Williams finally found the spark that had seemed to be lacking in her game. The real drama
centered on a very late call as Azarenka was battling to save set points, having surrendered her 42 lead in the second set. A late call after the ball had been struck resulted in the point being
replayed, and it was enough to put Williams in the driving seat to take the second set.

To give Azarenka her due, she hit back with a break in the first game of the deciding set. But,
just as Williams put together a run of four games in a row to level the match, she kicked up a
gear, reeling off the next six games to seal the match 3-6 6-4 6-2. Many questions should be
asked about the call.
Azarenka said, “I think my honest opinion was that call was [expletive] and everybody knows it.
But it's part of the game. Sometimes it happens this way. But I think it wasn't a fair call.” She
suggested it was time for a more formal review mechanism.
Williams had to agree, with perhaps a little hint of humor from a situation at another crucial
moment in a Grand Slam. “I think that would be really cool because sometimes you may or may
not foot fault,” she said wryly.
Meanwhile the men in the top half of the draw booked their places in the second week, starting
with Andy Murray. He had a handful certainly in the first set with Nick Kyrgios, who likes
nothing better than a big stage to prove his point. He gave as good as he got, nullifying Murray’s
early advantage and scorching past him with some blistering forehands, not to mention one of the
shots of the tournament with a tweener lob that left Murray motionless.

Unfortunately an elbow injury started to wind down Kyrgios’ usually potent serve, and Murray
was able to take the initiative to ease his way into the second week, 6-4 6-2 6-3. He will face
Jeremy Chardy, who was also in the zone as he defeated 17th seed David Goffin in straight sets.
Murray said, “It was really after the first set or [Kyrgios’] last service game of the first set where
he started to slow the serve down. In the rest of the game, he was still hitting huge shots. But on
the overhead clearly he was struggling there, and that was obviously to my benefit.”
The other young Aussie on the draw sheet for the day perhaps fared a little better, as Thanasi
Kokkinakis had his moment with the world No. 1 Novak Djokovic, who prevailed 6-4 6-4 6-4.

Djokovic said, after the match, that “we didn't have that many young successful players under 20
years old in the last six, seven years. So I think it's quite refreshing for tennis and it's pretty good
to see that. I thought he served well. He played pretty well. I made the three breaks each set, and
that was enough for the win.”
Rafael Nadal continued his progression, also in straight sets, and he will face Jack Sock, who
continued his great run by blowing Borna Coric off the court. Coric was no doubt feeling the
effects of a bruising five-set encounter with Tommy Robredo. Sock has enjoyed the time that the

clay gives him to set up his shots, but he surmised that his next round might throw up a more
challenging opponent.
Sock joked, “[Nadal’s] decent in this tournament. Well, he's lost one match here. That will be a
fun one. I said a few days ago, I'm not really one to get a whole lot of nerves before big matches.
I more look forward to it and it should be hopefully an exciting match and hopefully I can play
some good tennis and give him a good battle.”
Talking of battles, the scene is set for more French potential glory, including another chance for
Gael Monfils to bring his best tennis as he takes on Roger Federer and bids for his third win in a
row over the Swiss on the clay.
Play resumes at 11am CET.
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Tsonga, Wawrinka Advance, Federer Still
Battling Monfils
By Ros Satar
May 31st 2015

Roland Garros had its first day of significant rain disruption, a good two and a half hours of it, as
the second week beckoned enticingly to some, but not all. Hardest hit were undoubtedly the final
two women’s fourth-round matches between Maria Sharapova and Lucie Safarova, and between
Flavia Pennetta and Garbine Muguruza, which were postponed until Monday. But we did get
three out of the four men’s fourth-round matches out of the way.

French spirits took some pummelling, though, as Jo-Wilfried Tsonga first raised their hopes and
then had people in despair as his will seemed to cave in while serving for the match in the third
set. It was enough to give Tomas Berdych the slimmest of routes back in, while all the while
looking very troubled with some back strapping. Berdych made the most of the chance offered to
him, taking the tiebreak and breaking Tsonga early in the fourth set. Fans waiting for the
showdown between Roger Federer and Gael Monfils were in all kinds of anxiety as it looked for
a time that we were heading for a five-setter. Out of somewhere, Tsonga regained his resolve,
breaking Berdych twice before serving out the match to love.
He explained, “When it was time to finish, I played a little bit differently and because he's a good
player, he came back in the match. Then I started to miss a little bit more. But I had a good
reaction in the fourth, and finally I won it.”
Alas, things did not go as well for Gilles Simon, who was on the receiving end of a very
determined Stan Wawrinka, bowing out in straight sets, as did Teymuraz Gabashvili to
Kei Nishikori.

Of course, all the focus was on Federer, Monfils, and a Longines clock shaped like a giant watch
in the corner of the court. The players will have known that the chance of getting the match
completed with poor light and the threat of further showers was minimal. With that in mind,
Federer started with quite the agenda. He built up a 3-0 lead, much to the crowd’s dismay, before
ripping through the rest of the set in just 29 minutes.
However, Monfils is nothing if not one for the occasion. He mirrored Federer in the second set
by setting up a 3-0 lead. Even though Federer broke him back towards the end of the set, Monfils
simply broke back again, including a blistering forehand that left us wondering where that
power, consistency, and range had been in the first set.
With the tournament supervisor coming on court immediately at the end of the second set, the
crowd were getting their booing in fine tune, as play was suspended with the good-natured
agreement of both players.
Rain delays are a pain at any time, but perhaps more so as we approach the business end of a
Grand Slam, with either Federer or Monfils having to potentially play Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday. Still, the weather is supposed to be blustery but without the rain that (quite literally)
dampened the day’s proceedings.
Play will resume at 11am CET with the two women’s postponed women’s matches scheduled
first with Federer and Monfils to follow on Chatrier.
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Djokovic, Nadal Set Up Roland Garros
Quarterfinal Clash
By Ros Satar
Jun 1st 2015

While the rain will have depressed many people who had tickets for Sunday’s action, those with
tickets for Monday will have enjoyed the Parisian version of Manic Monday with the top players
from both tours crammed on courts, and organizers praying for steady weather.

Andy Murray was the first of the Big Four to take to the courts, looking to beat Jeremy Chardy
for the second time in as many tournaments, although there was a touch of friction coming into
the match. The Frenchman did not pull any punches in his annoyance at Murray withdrawing
from Rome after beating him, but Murray defended his position, having won two clay titles in
two weeks thanks to some inclement weather and questionable scheduling.
Chardy always looked to be pressing. He broke Murray's serve four times, and he rallied to claim
the second set after dropping the first. But that was about all that the French crowd had to cheer
about, as Murray claimed the next two sets routinely to book his berth in the quarterfinals.
Murray remained nonchalant after the match, saying “Throughout the course of the match, I was
creating many more opportunities than him. I wasn't overly concerned. I just had to take my
chances when they came. I did that in the third and fourth sets.”
He will face David Ferrer, and although he leads the gritty Spaniard 9-6 in their head to head, he
has never beaten him on clay. Murray lost to Ferrer in the 2012 French Open quarterfinals in
four sets.

Hot on their heels, Roger Federer scorched past Gael Monfils in the resumption of their heldover fourth-round match. With the pair having split sets, it came down to a best-of-three shootout, and Federer came out firing. With the tone set with an immediate break of serve for the
Swiss in the third set, he completely dominated the Frenchman in the fourth set to set up an allSwiss quarterfinal against Stan Wawrinka. Federer now has been on the schedule of play for
three days in a row.

There was more French woe to come, as Richard Gasquet wilted like a day-old baguette at the
hands of world No. 1 Novak Djokovic, who marched into the quarterfinal that everyone is
waiting for. But what of the other end of that bracket? La Decima looked to be rapidly on the
cards for Rafael Nadal, who was facing Jack Sock.
Nadal was brutal in the first two sets, but a lot of credit has to go to the American, who never
gave up battling. Sock was finally rewarded with a decisive break and ultimately the third set. It
was a mere glitch as Nadal put the pedal to the metal in the final set to set up the clash with the
world No. 1 that took all the focus during the Roland Garros men’s draw.

Nadal leads Djokovic 23-20 in their head to head, but he lost to him in the Monte Carlo
semifinals earlier this year. This is the Grand Slam that Djokovic craves, having won all of the
others at least once each. After losing to Nadal in the semifinals in 2013 (what many saw as the
de facto final that year) and in the final last year, many feel this will be Djokovic’s time.
It will remain to be seen if the eventual winner comes from that quarterfinal, but on paper this
seems probable. Meanwhile, action begins tomorrow for the quarterfinals at 2pm CET.
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Tsonga, Wawrinka Set Up Unexpected
French Open Semifinal
By Ros Satar
Jun 2nd 2015

It was certainly a day of incident, intrigue, and perhaps even the odd surprise as the first two
ATP semifinalists were determined at Roland Garros.

In the battle of the Swiss men, Stan Wawrinka scored his first Grand Slam victory over
compatriot Roger Federer as the Swiss No. 2 found the form that showed everyone just how
dangerous he could be when he won his maiden Grand Slam at the Australian Open in 2014.
Wawrinka was in control for the first two sets, and hopes were raised as Federer stayed with the
pace to push the third set to a tiebreak. One mini-break to Wawrinka was enough to keep him
just out of reach, however, with Federer saving one match point before losing the last point on
his serve to exit Paris.
“Stan was clutch on the big points and really didn't give me much, so it was a credit to him for
playing so well today,” Federer said in his post-match press conference. “I'm already thinking
what I'm going to do the next few days, because Wimbledon is going to be a big goal for the
season,” he continued.
For Wawrinka, it underlines that he wanted his tennis to do the talking after a less than
complimentary article appeared on the Roland Garros official website on the eve of the
tournament, bringing forth some strong criticism from the man himself. There was no doubt
today that he had set out his case.

“Today was my best match on clay, and it's an incredible moment for me,” said Wawrinka. “I'm
playing good tennis and I'm really pleased to be in the Paris semifinals for the first time.”
With perhaps the highest winds we have seen at the tournament, whipping up the top surface of
clay like an angry swarm, the winds blew off a part of the scoreboard hoarding. It clattered into
the broadcast center before horrifyingly crashing into a section of the crowd, thankfully only
injuring three people. When we saw the spikes and the length of the metal panel, it was a miracle
that no one was far more seriously injured.

At the time of the incident, Jo-Wilfried Tsonga had steamrolled Kei Nishikori in the first set, and
although he took the second set, the delay as the organizers rehoused a section of the crowd was
enough to galvanize Nishikori into a comeback, and to temporarily dash French hearts.
After Nishikori erased Tsonga’s two-set lead, the match came down to a final-set shoot-out. With
Nishikori battling away with a strapped-up shoulder, and the crowd trying to lift their man, it
came down to who would blink first. Tsonga was resorting to deep breathing and meditation to
keep his wits together, and it paid off with a break for an advantage he held on to, needing just
one match point to make his second semifinal at Roland Garros.

He reached that stage in 2013 and struggled to live up to the occasion against David Ferrer, as
they followed what many felt was the de facto final between Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic.
Now, Tsonga has another chance to become France’s first finalist at Roland Garros since Henri
Leconte in 1988. Spelling out ‘Roland, Je t’aime’ and rather sweetly lying down in the ‘T’ shape
showed exactly what this meant to him after a delayed start to his season with an injury.
Talking of Djokovic and Nadal, and David Ferrer for that matter, all three are in action on
Wednesday. The quarterfinal that everyone has been waiting for will see will have pride of place
on Chatrier, with Andy Murray looking for his first clay-court win over Ferrer on Lenglen.
Play starts with the women’s quarter-finals at 2pm CET.
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Wawrinka Reaches French Open Final,
Djokovic Within Range
By Ros Satar
Jun 5th 2015

France’s last man standing had another chance to give the host nation its first finalist since Henri
Leconte in 1988. The last time Jo-Wilfried Tsonga was in this position, he followed a thrilling
match between Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic, and the atmosphere was flat as a crepe. So
imagine how disappointing it must have felt when the long-lunching French were missing in
action as Jo-Wilfried Tsonga walked out to face Stan Wawrinka in the first semifinal.

It has been a turbulent time for both players. Wawrinka started the year well but tailed off with a
number of issues outside of the court, but he dialed in when it counted to earn his place in the
semifinal over Roger Federer. Tsonga had been masterful initially against Kei Nishikori before
having to mount quite the comeback.
To describe Tsonga as having gotten off to a slow start could quite possibly be the
understatement of the year. With the Frenchman sluggish and disengaged, Wawrinka needed no
second invitation as he pushed his way through the first set. Even the returning lunchtime crowd
could not get Tsonga going, and it took a sloppy game from the Swiss to give him the smallest
hope to keep the set alive.
The crowd picked up on that chance, and it was enough to get Tsonga maybe believing in
himself, as he forced a tiebreak. Yet more distracted play from Wawrinka saw Tsonga roar
through the tiebreak, giving us a match.
Another tiebreak saw Wawrinka turn the tables to edge the third set, and he crucially carried on
that momentum, breaking the Frenchman immediately at the start of the fourth set. That break
was enough for him to keep the advantage and send him into his second Grand Slam final.

But a bigger headache was awaiting the organizers, as predicted storms had Roland Garros in
their sights, and after close to four hours of play for the first semifinal they were running out of
time to get a potentially long match completed.

After world No. 1 Novak Djokovic overpowered nine-time Roland Garros champion Rafael
Nadal, it was widely believed that the trophy was all but on his racquet to lose. And despite a
spirited start by Andy Murray, the first break went to the Serb after a throwaway game by
Murray. The first set then zipped by quickly.
We were treated to long games and gruelling rallies just the same, but in the second set once
more it was a lapse from the Brit that allowed Djokovic to show just how complete his game was
as he powered to a two-set lead. We were constantly being reminded that Murray had never
come back against Djokovic after losing the first set, but somehow the he found a way to get
under his skin as the light began to fade, and the predicted storm started to move more
menacingly towards Porte d’Auteil and the Stade Roland Garros.
It took Murray until the penultimate game of the third set to get his first break points of the
match on the Djokovic serve, rounding out the third set with a service game to love, and he
struck with the first break in the fourth set, albeit only to hand it straight back.

If the drama was not already at fever pitch, at 3-3 the players were brought off for the imminent
storm. The organizers were mindful of the effect of high winds on Court Philippe Chatrier, and
they wanted to give the crowds time to evacuate the stadium safely.
It will be imperative for Murray to get off to a swift start, and it is actually anyone’s guess who
will get off to the stronger start.
Ticket holders for the women’s final on Saturday will therefore get an extra bonus as play will
start at 1:00pm CET.
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Djokovic Edges Murray to Reach Roland
Garros Final
By Ros Satar
Jun 6th 2015

As a smiling Stan Wawrinka warmed up in the Parisian sunshine on an adjacent court, he was no
doubt happy in the knowledge that he would be done and dusted while his opponent in Sunday
was hard at work on the clay.
All credit to the French Federation and the tournament, as they sought to allow people with
tickets from last night’s match in after having previously told them that only Saturday’s tickets
would be honored. After all, playing at a French lunchtime has always resulted in swathes of
seats left empty, and the occasion perhaps demanded something a little better.

Andy Murray and Novak Djokovic took to the court after the sudden halt to their match on
Friday evening as a storm built up and headed with purpose to Roland Garros. It was absolutely
imperative that Murray got off to a confident, nay quick, start over the world No. 1. The first
three games were all to love, as the gentlemen had come to play.
The first man to blink surprisingly was Djokovic, as Murray broke and served out the fourth set
to force a decider. The crowd loved it, but there the drama ended as Djokovic grabbed the
momentum and sprinted off with it, swiftly building up a 3-0 lead.
The ghost of bagel sets started to loom large once more. Three times Murray has faced Djokovic
this year, and twice he has been overpowered in the final set with the dreaded bagel scoreline.
This time, he was at least able to get on the scoreboard. But any hopes that he would be able to
stay in contention evaporated rapidly as Djokovic pressed on to claim the fifth set 6-1 after a
semifinal that lasted four hours and nine minutes.
Murray said after the match, “Last night before we came off, the crowd were really into it and it
was a good atmosphere. I was obviously motivated to come out today and try to turn the match
around. I played a loose game on my serve the first game of the [final] set with the new balls. I

missed I think three balls long in that game. Then, I think Novak relaxed a little bit after that, and
he hit the ball extremely [accurately].”
Djokovic was no doubt relieved to have limited his time on court as he faces an opponent on
Sunday who has pulled him to five-set encounters on the last four occasions they have met in a
Grand Slam.

“I'm very glad that I managed to finish this match as a winner,” said Djokovic. “I was hoping I
can do it before, but I don't think I have done too much wrong, even today in the fourth set. He
just came up with some great shots, great points.”
The most recent encounter between Djokovic and Wawrinka was this year at the Australian
Open semifinal, where Djokovic got some element of revenge from having been deposed by last
year’s champion when he repaid the favour.
Wawrinka will have a point to prove, having struggled with the pressure that invariably comes
with attaining one’s first Grand Slam. Even Djokovic admitted that he found it hard to mentally
adjust, finally winning his second Grand Slam in Australia three years after his first.

The final will be played on Court Philippe-Chatrier on Sunday.
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Wawrinka Denies Djokovic for Roland
Garros Crown
By Ros Satar
Jun 9th 2015

It might not have been the final that many would have predicted at the start of the tournament,
but with a pedigree for five-set bruisers, the scene was set for a showdown between world No. 1
Novak Djokovic and 2014 Australian Open champion Stan Wawrinka.
Since the start of the year, Djokovic has been in supreme form. He has been beaten just twice
(Ivo Karlovic in the Doha quarterfinal, Roger Federer in the Dubai final). His win over Rafael
Nadal set down his marker, as he ousted the nine-time Roland Garros champion in straight sets.

Wawrinka dropped a set against Dusan Lajovic but was in impressive form, especially against
Roger Federer in the quarterfinal, and overcame a late push back from Jo-Wilfried Tsonga. But
still many tipped the trophy to be heading to Serbia.
When a match starts with a 39-shot rally in the opening game, you know you are in for the long
haul, and certainly at the start it looked as though Djokovic was in the driving seat. He
pressurized Wawrinka for an early break straight away, but he was kept at bay.
He was rewarded with a single break eventually, however, and after two hard-fought set points
were saved, Djokovic was finally on his way to the first set. He continued to put pressure on
Wawrinka in the first game of the second set, threatening to break once more. But the Swiss
showed that he was in for the long haul, finally starting to reverse the trend as suddenly he was
very much the aggressor. Djokovic had no more looks at the Wawrinka serve, with Wawrinka
breaking to level the match.
Djokovic has an uneasy relationship with the Parisian crowd, and he further earned their wrath
by smashing his racquet in frustration, but Wawrinka was moving from strength to strength. At
times, the Serbian looked winded after long exchanges, as Wawrinka got the single break that
would make it a long way back for Djokovic.

Then again, this is the world No. 1 who has lost just two matches this year, so anything was
possible, as we pressed into the fourth set. Here, he gave fans hope as he got his first break at the
start of the set, and it looked as though we would see another five-set battle between them. But
credit to Wawrinka, he got the break back. However, after an epic hold by Djokovic after losing
three games in a row, there was a sense that if the match would turn, it would be at this point.
He put Wawrinka under extreme pressure, but as three break points came and went for the
Serbian, the momentum just as quickly shifted back to Wawrinka. He broke late in the set to put
himself in the position of serving for his second Grand Slam title.
Djokovic saved a match point and was within a whisker of breaking back to keep his dreams
alive, but after a couple of hefty deep breaths, a winner sealed the deal for Wawrinka. He won
his second major title, claimed a place in the top four, and surely put down a compelling
argument that, if anything, the Big Four now become the Big Five.
There is barely enough time to thwack the clay from their shoes as Wimbledon is just around the
corner, where Wawrinka will feel the pressure once more as an incoming Grand Slam champion,
and Djokovic will defend his title.
Wimbledon starts on 29 June.
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Djokovic Cruises, Hewitt Fades at
Wimbledon
By Ros Satar
Jun 29th 2015

There is always a buzz in the air on the first day of Wimbledon. There is nothing like it as ticket
holders (the regular punters, at least) debate whether to try and catch some early outside court
action or brave the Food Village before the starting act in Centre Court.
On first Monday, of course, the main act is the defending men’s champion. When Novak
Djokovic was in action at The Boodles, enjoying a bit of banter with the Pimm’s soaked ladies in
the crowd, he was shaking out his arm occasionally in his first match against Richard Gasquet
before losing to Alexander Zverev.

When the draw came out, there were a few murmurs of ‘oh I say’ at the name of Philipp
Kohlschreiber as Djokovic’s first-round opponent. While the German has just one win against
the Serb, he is one of the trickier players on the tour, capable of being a thorn in the side of
the best.
Kohlschreiber certainly proved it by having the temerity to break the defending champion right
back after Djokovic was unable to consolidate his early lead. Still, the world No. 1 bided his
time, just needing the single break and set point to get off the mark for his title defence.
It was a more competitive affair for the gentlemen with just an impeccably timed single break to
seal the second set. We had another round of tit-for-tat in the third frame as Kohlschreiber fought
back from an early deficit once more. But again a killer break at the end of the set brought up the
single match point that Djokovic needed.
Off the court, there have been rumblings after comments by Djokovic’s coach Boris Becker’s
claims that he and the backroom team have ways of signalling the Serb while he is playing. In
truth, doesn’t everyone? There is the quiet, determined fist-pump of Amelie Mauresmo to urge

her charge Andy Murray on, or Toni Nadal, who is no stranger to being the target of a code
violation for coaching.
Still, having fielded questions already in his pre-tournament press conference, Djokovic was less
than amused to have it come up again after commencing the start of his defense so handily.
He commented, “I got this question already two times in the last couple days. I don't understand
what I can say, what I haven't said already before. I'm going to repeat myself. I'm going to say
that there are certain ways of communication which is encouragement, which is support, which is
understanding the moment when to clap or say something that can lift my energy up, that can
motivate me to play a certain point. But it's all within the rules.
“If I am breaking any rules or my team does, I would be fined for that, right? The chair umpire
would say, Coaching penalty, and that's it. Or the supervisor, or whoever. I just don't understand
why this same story is repeating over and over for days.”
Then again, Djokovic also had the blessing of a small bird, who seemed to take an inordinate
interest in the proceedings, taking its life in its little beak.
“At one point when Kohlschreiber was serving at the advantage side, between the first and
second serve, the bird landed literally very close to the side-line. She stayed there until I won
that point. So I said, ‘Be my guest, stay around, if you want.’ But, yeah, it was funny. We had
birds and different animals come in and out from the court. But the sparrow bird from Belgrade
really stayed for the entire match (smiling).”

Meanwhile, our pick of the other match to highlight could not have been any more different.
Two of the most enduring characters on the tour were both departing its itinerant life. Lleyton
Hewitt, a former beloved champion on the hallowed old lawns, was going for one last hurrah
against Jarkko Nieminen. Talk about the long farewell. A five-setter well into a summer’s
evening must have had the organizers dreading another Isner/Mahut type scenario as the match
crept to 11-9 at the fifth set, but sadly not in Hewitt’s favor. Still he took his chance to take to the
court for a rousing cheer as he waved goodbye to SW19 for the very last time. The Finn will face
Djokovic in the next round.
Round one continues on Tuesday, with Roger Federer and Andy Murray on Centre Court, and
Rafael Nadal on Court One.
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Federer, Murray, Nadal Cruise at
Wimbledon
By Ros Satar
Jun 30th 2015

There is something somewhat regal about watching Roger Federer in the early rounds. Effortless
is one of the words that is often bandied about with reckless abandon. He certainly made it look
that way as he took to the court against Damir Dzumhur.
Here is the thing. No matter what the arena, the court is the same size, and the net is in the same
place. But there must be something about facing a player who has, over the years, made this
court his own that gives the opposition pause for thought.

There were the odd moments where the young pup put the old dog through his paces, but
experience is everything in these circumstances as Federer steamed through a straight-sets win,
6-1 6-3 6-3, in just 68 minutes. Let us not rule out the effect of the court and the fans who always
manage to gain the prime real estate on the Centre Court to follow their man.
Federer was at least pleased to file away the first win in his quest for an eighth Wimbledon title
with some ease, and he described his views on the whole experience of playing in that arena after
his win.
He said, “I'm aware of it. But I think it's also his first time on Centre Court. I'm sure in some
crazy way he's also enjoying himself and can look back and say I played on Centre. It's where
you want to play. So I'm more focused on what I'm trying to do and trying to win the match.
“Back in the day, maybe I would not be as ruthless as today. But now it's trying to focus on what
I need to do. The score, it is what it is. I don't think it really matters at the end of the day what the
score-line is. For me, it's about playing the tournament, the ball that's coming from
my opponent.”

If he is going to win another Grand Slam, it will be here, but he may face stiff opposition from
the man who followed him onto the court – Andy Murray. Perhaps playing more consistently
than he was for his famous win in 2013, there was still a customary diversion to a more scenic
route that caused his fans to be all of a flutter.

Murray battled against Mikhail Kukushkin but still prevailed in straight sets, despite the Twitter
anguish that follows his matches. Not that he would admit to the same kind of nerves his
rollercoaster matches tend to bring out.
He said, “I didn't necessarily feel nervy. I lost my serve a bit in the end of that second set. There
was a period where I missed like 10 or 12 first serves in a row and let him back into it there.
“Then he played some really good stuff at times and was going for his shots. When it was on the
run, he was taking the ball up the line, going very hard and flat. I found it difficult to play
aggressive tennis out there. I was glad to get through in straight sets.”

Out on Court No. 1, Rafael Nadal also progressed past Thomaz Bellucci in straight sets 6-4 6-2
6-4. There was no mistaking the relief at a decent enough win for him, and in a strange way,
perhaps Nadal will fly under the radar as the No. 10 seed for a few rounds.
He certainly felt there were grounds to improve, saying, “I think I played solid. Very good with
my backhand today. With my forehand, always okay. But I think I can do it better. I can play
more winners down the line than what I did today.
“I am a little bit more confident now than I was few months ago. Just day by day for me.
Obviously victories helps. Last two months, let's say, I am playing much more solid almost
every tournament.”
And so we come back around to the second round, with Novak Djokovic back in command on
Centre Court on Wednesday, with play commencing at 1pm BST.
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Djokovic, Wawrinka Roll; Nishikori
Withdraws at Wimbledon
By Ros Satar
Jul 1st 2015

The spectre of physio tape reared its head once more for the quiet and unassuming Kei Nishikori
as he bowed out before even striking a ball in his second-round match. Nishikori handed
Santiago Giraldo a walkover into the third round.
As a result, defending champion Novak Djokovic’s draw for the quarterfinals split wide open,
and given the good weather in the UK, he will be happy if he can keep his court time to an
absolute minimum.

Of course, we had the predictable shock and awe early in Djokovic’s second-round match as
Tour veteran Jarkko Nieminen, playing his last Wimbledon, made a stir as he broke Djokovic in
the first game. Predictably, he was broken back a little later, and of course normal order was
restored in the first set. It did take Djokovic three set points to close out the second set before
sealing the lid on Nieminen’s final appearance.
Earlier this year, Andy Murray spoke of what it was like as a teenager joining the tour, and how
the newest addition to his coaching team, Jonas Bjorkman, used to make him feel welcome. The
same seemed to be true for Djokovic with regard to Nieminen.
The Serb said, “When I was coming into professional tennis as an 18-year-old, I was playing
some challenger in Helsinki in Finland. That's where I met him the first time. Ever since then,
he's been very kind to me. He's one of the nicest guys on the tour that I know on the court and off
the court.
“Just out of respect. There are these moments. In the present moment, maybe you are not aware
how important it is, it's a milestone for him, it's his last match in Wimbledon. I'm sure he wanted
to enjoy it a little bit. So he deserved the ovation.”

Next up for Djokovic will be the head of the latest crop of Aussies, Bernard Tomic. Where once
it seemed as though he had turned a corner with his hell-raising days (in part with the ban placed
on his father by the ATP for a period of time), things seem to be returning to the status quo for
Tomic. He seemed to struggle more than the excitable Europeans with the sun, complaining of
feeling dizzy, on his way to a straight-sets win over Pierre-Hugues Herbert.
His compatriot Nick Kyrgios, last year the darling of the perfectly crafted soundbite, was giving
rise to a few bites of his own, getting uppity with lines-judges and umpires and altogether
making himself almost vegemite-like to the watching public. He will meet Milos Raonic in the
next round, in a battle of compression sleeves.

There was also safe passage for French Open champion Stan Wawrinka, who eased past Victor
Estrella Burgos 6-3 6-4 7-5. The Dominican seemed to warm up as the match wore on, but to no
avail as Wawrinka sets up a third-round encounter with the tricky Fernando Verdasco.
The loaded second half of the draw whirs back into life on Thursday with Andy Murray facing
Robin Haase and taking his turn out in the boonies of Court No. 1. Ticket holders on Centre had
best purchase those fetching cushions as they will have Roger Federer followed by Rafael Nadal.
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Murray, Federer Roll; Nadal Bounced from
Wimbledon
By Ros Satar
Jul 2nd 2015

On Day 4 at Wimbledon, the big news was all about Rafael Nadal and another early exit from
SW19. It had been a day when the loaded bottom half of the draw took to the courts, and at the
start of the day, few would have predicted the upset that was to come.
Indeed, as the day started with a sprinkling of rain, to hopefully lighten the muggy conditions,
Andy Murray was in no mood to hang about, as he opened play on Court No. 1. The AELTC
obviously wanted to get his rotation out of the way early and must have wondered as the covers
were inflated (which is never a good sign) if they had made the right call.
Thankfully, the weather decided to play ball as Murray came out to a grateful crowd. Not that
Murray gave them much time this time, spinning through the first two sets as Robin Haase
looked all at sea. The Dutchman did not really even get flying until the third set, when he became
a bit more competitive, but by then it was too late.

“I've obviously had some tough matches with him in the past,” said Murray. “I know when he's
on, he can make it extremely difficult. He can be pretty flashy and play two or three great games
in a row.”
“I wanted to make sure that I didn't give him that opportunity. There were a couple of times in
that third set where he had maybe Love-30 on my serve, 15-30. I managed to stop him from
gaining any momentum.”
After Roger Federer provided a masterclass against the big-serving Sam Querrey, he offered a
fairly clinical assessment of his performance.
He said, “Today was definitely a good day. I definitely think I can serve a little bit better. I didn't
check my match stats, but I feel like things are definitely good out there.”

“Querrey can definitely be dangerous. He's got a big game, especially on the grass. He was going
for his shots today. It was important today to move well and be clear in the important moments. I
felt like I was. It was a good match.”
And what of that upset? It was going to be all about whether Dustin Brown would be able to
balance entertaining tennis and match the brutality of weight of shots coming back from Nadal.
The answer proved to be a resounding ‘yes.’ While commentators who perhaps do not follow as
much of the smaller tournaments as they should marvelled at some of the well-documented
elements of Brown’s more itinerant days, the German was tantalizingly going about his business
with confidence and verve, edging Nadal for the first set.
But as always there was the omnipresent question: could a lower-ranked player withstand the
comeback? Nadal was quick to break for the advantage in the second set, and to all intents and
purposes it looked as though the natural order of things was to be resumed.
Brown came back in the third set with as impressive a level of confidence as it was alarming to
watch Nadal starting to unravel. With memories of his second-round exit to Lukas Rosol under
the roof now being debated with every ball strike, all eyes went again to Brown to see if the
prospect of closing out a win would unsettle him.
The fact he broke Nadal in the first game of the fourth set suggested perhaps not. To give Nadal
his due, he saved two match points on his serve to stay in contention at 4-5. But Brown took his
third match point on his own serve to send Nadal home 7-5 3-6 6-4 6-4.

Nadal had to ruefully admit, “In this court especially, you meet players that don't want to play
from the baseline sometimes. This opponent is one of these ones. You cannot have mistakes
against a player like him with that big serve. Serving first and second was almost the
same speed.”
“Without having rhythm at all, I didn't hit three balls in a row the same way. Then when you
need to hit that extra ball, you don't have the confidence to do it. So that's what happened.”
Brown’s tactics were simple but devastatingly effective.
“Well, the point is whatever I do is to take him out of his comfort zone,” he said. “If I would stay
in the back and rally with him left, right, that would not be a very good match for me. I know
that. Obviously I try to play my game.”
“Even if I miss a few returns or whatever, it's also good if he doesn't get that many hits and
obviously doesn't get into a rhythm. The second set there, he got into it a little bit, and that was
very difficult for me because I had to put the volley on a dime in the corner. Even then, he still
passed me. I had to concentrate on the serve and put more on it.”

With Nadal out of the way, Murray’s draw opens up quite nicely at the quarterfinal stage,
although he still has Jo-Wilfried Tsonga to get through potentially in the fourth round.
Third-round play for the top half of the draw starts on Friday.
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Dimitrov, Raonic Stumble out of Wimbledon
By Ros Satar
Jul 3rd 2015

What a difference a year makes, as both of last year’s fledgling semifinalists crashed out this
year in the third round.

First up, or rather out, was Grigor Dimitrov, who started slowly against Richard Gasquet.
Gasquet displayed some great grass court form, just in time for consideration for the French
Davis Cup team, straight after Wimbledon.
Dimitrov was one of the up-comers last year tipped for greatness, yet he has not really been able
to translate that once more on the big stage. It is as if his game plan goes out of the window as
soon as he is expected to perform. Defending semifinal points, he looked listless and slow
footed, bowing out in meek fashion 6-3 6-4 6-4 to the talented Frenchman in a battle of singlehanded backhands.
Thankfully, all that ‘Baby-Fed’ nonsense is long gone, and it is not hard to see why. While
Dimitrov made great strides in improving his stamina over the past couple of years, and he really
looked as though he would be one of the chasing pack, he has had a rough turn of luck of late.
After losing to Andy Murray in the fourth round of the Australian Open (having ended Murray’s
Wimbledon reign the summer before), Dimitrov went without back-to-back wins until the Monte
Carlo Masters. A brief flare of confidence ended with a first-round loss at the French Open, and
he fell at the second round when it came to defending his Queen’s Club crown.
He was fairly pragmatic after the match, saying “I just didn't play well. That's just how it is. I
had too many opportunities early on in the first set to get back the break. Then, I think the second
set was also pretty close. I had chances. He was playing good tennis today as well. Once you
miss those opportunities, it's really tough to come back.”
Dimitrov continued to note that “Last year was a pretty intense year for me. Every tournament
that I was playing was just something new for me. To come back the following year and repeat
all that, it's never easy because after you put quite a bit of pressure on yourself to do well and
even better, I don't know. It's been a lot of ups and downs so far.”

And what of the other, perfectly coiffured heir once-apparent? He had to contend with the
whirlwind that is Nick Kyrgios, and all manner of antics, code violations, and tuneless support
“choirs,” as Milos Raonic also bowed out.
Raonic was unmoved by all the histrionics going on at the other side of the net, instead having to
deal with issues pertaining to the injury that pulled him out of the tour after Madrid. It caused
him to miss the French Open to have an operation on his foot, and he only came back at
Queen’s Club.
He explained, “I'm just dealing with a lot of things. I still have some discomfort in my feet, so
compensations and stuff like this just make any pain pretty much come up. The more I got
through the match the more difficult it was. It's stuff I have been expecting. Maybe I had hoped
it was quite a bit better by now, but it's a situation I'm in. I understood sort of what it came with,
and I honestly hoped I'd be in better shape and in better condition, but I'm just trying to push
myself every day.”
By contrast, Novak Djokovic and Stan Wawrinka continued their unhindered progress in the top
half of the draw which, while it did not quite manage the drama of yesterday, still puts Wawrinka
as the player most likely to challenge or gate-crash the Big Four. Surely as a two-time Grand
Slam winner, as is Andy Murray, he more than deserves his place amongst the ‘old guard?’
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Murray Regroups, Tsonga Falls to Karlovic
By Ros Satar
Jul 4th 2015

There are two ways to look at Murray’s comparatively speedy dispatch of Andreas Seppi. On the
one hand, yet again Murray finds himself the sole British representative in either of the singles
competitions after Heather Watson’s sterling efforts against world No. 1 Serena Williams
on Friday.

James Ward had accompanied Murray into the third round, his first in his career and a passage
into the top 100 for the first time to boot. Ward has always been a big stage player, pulling out
five-set wins over the odds at Davis Cup time and again, but for some reason never translating
that onto the regular tour.
He almost managed it once more in Court One, hustling two sets off Vasek Pospisil after losing
the first set, before finally blinking first in the decider to lose it at 8-6 in the fifth.
On the other hand, the Murray effect has galvanised some of the other members of Team GB to
greater heights – and not just in these two weeks when the vast majority of people assume life
revolves around strawberries, Pimms, and rain (or not, as the case may be).
That being said, it was not all plain sailing for Murray. He did get off to a blistering start, before
Seppi called the trainer for a calf injury and suddenly went on a tear of six games in a row. He
broke the Brit twice to take the third set, before breaking Murray again at the start of the
fourth set.

Intrigue swirled like the breeze that had thankfully brought some cooler temperatures to SW19
after some major thunderstorm the night before, as Murray called for the trainer after that break.
Some painful looking on-court shoulder manipulation was enough to loosen his game up.
It was Murray’s chance to whip through six games in a row, playing with a sense of aggression
and purpose. And while the commentators wove their conspiracy theories about tactical medical
timeouts, perhaps they should have let their gaze fall on the two gentlemen at the conclusion of
their singles match. Murray and Seppi exchange a smiling moment at the net, and the Scot
advanced to the second week, 6-2 6-2 1-6 6-1.

There was one casualty of note, as the big-serving Ivo Karlovic put out Jo-Wilfried Tsonga on a
somewhat controversial note after Karlovic appeared to double-hit the ball at set point in the
fourth set. Tsonga pragmatically said it was in the hands of the umpire, but when all is said and
done, it has been an up and down year for the Frenchman whose game is well suited to the
surface. He will no doubt be a formidable opponent in the Davis Cup tie with Great Britain,
following Wimbledon.
After his exertions in beating Rafael Nadal two days ago, Dustin Brown fell short against an
inspired Viktor Troicki, who has been exceptionally sharp on grass this season.

The German said, “It's a lot of new experiences. It's been great. Obviously being able to play on
Centre Court and then to play a match like that, it doesn't make a difference if I lost today or not,
no one will ever be able to take that away from me.”
In a rare show of support for the folks on “People’s Saturday,” Centre Court was pressed into
action one last time as they sought to complete the third-round draw by moving Gael Monfils
and Gilles Simon to play under the roof. With Manic Monday ahead, where all the fourth-round
matches are scheduled to be played on one day, it makes for a fitting end to the week.
The unseasonably hot weather means now more than ever that the players and staff involved in
Wimbledon (including the embattled media) get a nice day off, while the courts will be veritably
drowned in water in a bit to rejuvenate the baselines for the business end of the tournament.
Play will continue at Wimbledon on Monday.
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Frenchmen, Federer Shine on Wimbledon
Manic Monday
By Ros Satar
Jul 6th 2015

Defending champion Novak Djokovic may have hoped to sail through, but Kevin Anderson had
not read the script. Pushing the Serbian all the way, Anderson set up the scene for a thrilling (if
not late) finish, taking the first two sets 7-6(6) each. Djokovic slammed the hammer down in the
third set to close the deficit, however, and although Anderson rallied briefly in the fourth set,
Djokovic would force the decider.
As the clock ticked over past 9pm, and with the crowd baying ‘Centre Court,’ the match was
suspended to be played on Tuesday.

Tomas Berdych’s search for his game plan continues after the Czech and 2010 finalist exited
stage right against France’s Gilles Simon. The Frenchman, who joins fellow countryman Richard
Gasquet in the quarterfinals, looked in imperious form as he steamrolled past Berdych 6-3 6-3 62.
Berdych appears to have lost the ability to play with instinct, and while in Madrid he did indicate
that he did not feel he would see any significant results for six months, we are still seeing him
struggle to adapt his game or come up with a Plan B when his Plan A is clearly not
working. With Kei Nishikori’s early withdrawal, and allowing for Stan Wawrinka’s position now
in the top four, Berdych had a way clear to challenge the leading contenders. Yet once more he
will be watching from the sidelines, on a surface he could have excelled at.
Returning to Gasquet, it was some timely revenge as the bubble burst for Aussie prodigy Nick
Kyrgios against one of the names against whom he rose to fame last year. His fight-back from
two sets to love down last year launched him into stardom as far as the bigger stage went.
The antics of Kyrgios continued, with a bizarre almost lack-of-effort at one stage, not to mention
the usual commentary and crowd engagement. But Gasquet felt unfazed by it as he eradicated the
memories of his loss to Kyrgios last year.

“It’s true, he likes the show, of course,” Gasquet commented. “Everybody can see that. But I still
think it's good to have some players like that on the circuit. Sometimes people are talking
because the players are boring or something. Now we have someone who is doing different
things. I think it’s good for us.”
It is an interesting time for Kyrgios. Last year, he earned the admiration of one of my colleagues
who praised him for the short sharp sound-bites he gave. But has the hype become too much for
him? At times his demeanor was questionable in terms of effort and a will to win, and all the
while Gasquet kept time like a metronome.

Over the weekend, he stood up admirably to the storm of controversy that had swirled around
Bernard Tomic and his comments about Tennis Australia, to the point where Kyrgios distanced
himself from Tomic’s assertions that he too would not play the forthcoming Davis Cup tie.
Finding himself under severe criticism and sustained questioning regarding not trying maybe as
hard as he could have in the second set, Kyrgios seemed understandably defensive and
borderline emotional, and he complained of being misunderstood. One senses there is still a long
way to go where he is concerned.

British hopes were kept alive, but not without some angst as Andy Murray withstood the barrage
of serves from Ivo Karlovic, dropping a set along the way. However, his next opponent, Vasek
Pospisil, was pushed to five sets not only in the singles but also in the doubles, by Jamie Murray
no less.
At the very top of the tree, Roger Federer’s path continued unabated, and indeed aided by a
rough-looking fall to Roberto Bautista Agut, as he slipped on the dirt now gathered at the back of
the court. The Spaniard went down hard and stayed down for some considerable time, before
requiring some treatment on a twisted ankle. Although he took to the court once more, he was no
match for a clinical Federer, who closed out a pretty routine 6-2 6-2 6-3 win.
Manic Monday almost made it over the line, and with less favorable weather forecast for
tomorrow, it remains to be seen if the decision not to play the final set under the Centre Court
roof was a wise one.
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Djokovic Escapes Five-Set Wimbledon
Thriller
By Ros Satar
Jul 7th 2015

Whether it be those penalty shoot-outs that England football (soccer) fans have come to dread,
and cry into their beers over, or those one-set shoot-outs that we occasionally see in tennis – can
there be no other sporting purgatory?
As if the prospect of missing out on a place in the Wimbledon 2015 quarterfinal was not enough,
the only two ATP singles players yet to complete their fourth round on Tuesday also had the
weather to contend with.
Last night, as the clock rolled round around to 9pm, it was clear that there would be no further
play, but we did say it would remain to be seen whether the decision not to switch to Centre
Court would be a wise one.
After all, it takes time for the roof to be closed and the air conditioning to be set, and the
conditions change dramatically. Lines judges need to still be available with a team on rotation,
not to mention ball boys and girls.
Regarding the roof, the same was true today as the players walked on just as a small shower
started. They walked off again as a Twitter war raged once more about the point of having a roof.
The fact was that in the time it would have taken to close the thing, the rain would have stopped
and the covers would have been off again.

Let’s get down to the tennis in the fifth set between world No. 1 Novak Djokovic and his South
African challenger. Kevin Anderson started pretty much as he had started in the match the day
before, with confident ball striking and introducing a pleasing amount of variety.
It was vital that Djokovic would match him toe-to-toe, but as the games crept ever more towards
the further reaches of the set, it was going to come down to who blinked first. With the crowd
firmly rooting for Anderson, would that become a factor?
Anderson’s chance came with Djokovic serving from behind at 4-5, but a service game held to
love nullified any attempts to pull off the shock. Maybe that was weighing on his mind as
Anderson lost his serve quite meekly to put Djokovic in the driving seat. The defending
champion was not going to require a second invitation as he finally put the match away 6-7(6) 67(6) 6-1 6-4 7-5.
For some time now Anderson has been a consistent presence in the tour. With his start to this
match, he had high hopes of finally making more of a breakthrough on a surface that can work
very well for him.

Anderson said, “Obviously there's a lot of positives to take from that, being in a position two sets
to love up. Coming today, I think really gave myself a good shot. I played some good tennis.”

“Tennis is tough like that. Coming into this week, it was definitely my goal to progress further
than I have at the Grand Slams. I’ve been in the Round of 16 a few times. I came a lot closer this
time than I have in the past. But it just wasn't close enough. “
For the defending champion, you can’t help feeling it was a lucky escape, and one that could
have very easily gone the other way.
Djokovic admitted, “With that kind of serve and the aggressive groundstrokes, he's a very, very
tough opponent on any surface, especially on grass. All in all, until the last moment, until the last
point, I didn't know if I was going to win or not. I was just trying to be very active and come
with the right intensity. That's all I could influence. That's all I could focus on. Because he was
playing on such a high level, I could just hope that I going to have some opportunities, which
I had.”
The men’s quarterfinals will take place on Wednesday.
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Gasquet Wins Wimbledon Thriller As Top
Seeds Cruise
By Ros Satar
Jul 8th 2015

The best was most definitely left until last as the ATP quarterfinals at Wimbledon
2015 unfolded.
That is not to say that we were not privy to good tennis earlier in the day, as Andy Murray
delighted the visiting Duke and Duchess of Cornwall with a win, and some quite outstanding
tennis against Vasek Pospisil. Roger Federer’s unbroken record of service holds was broken by
Gilles Simon, albeit to no avail in a straight-sets sweep into the semifinals. US Open champion
Marin Cilic was brushed aside by world No. 1 Novak Djokovic in straight sets as well.

But all of that paled into comparison with the drama that was to unfold out on Court No. 1. In the
second Switzerland/France encounter of the day, it soon looked as though Richard Gasquet
would be the chief musketeer in charge as he took the first set from the newly crowned French
Open champion.
But Stanislas Wawrinka’s form returned, and he swiftly set about leveling the match and going
on to take the third set. It looked as though it would be a clean sweep for the Swiss over the
French, but the fourth set was a far more competitive affair, with Gasquet delivering a coup de
grace to break Wawrinka for the fourth set right at the end.
The trouble with a rain-disrupted day like today is that the menacing clouds had lingered and the
light was fading – fast. Gasquet drew first blood in the final set, breaking for a 5-3 lead, only to
be broken straight back as he tried to serve out for the match.
Neither man would flinch. Actually, that is not strictly true. Wawrinka drilled straight into
Gasquet at one stage, not looking in the least bit remorseful as he raised a hand in faux-apology.
Maybe that was what was required to spur Gasquet on, as he came out at 10-9 after the change of
ends and built up three match points. Wawrinka dug deep to save two of them, but it was
not enough.

The Frenchman is into the semifinals in Wimbledon for the first time since 2007, and also the
Brits need to fear the French in next week’s Davis Cup tie. They are ready to play on grass.

In the other matches of the day, the crowds on Centre Court were treated to some dazzling
displays, both from Murray and Pospisil with their court craft and dinks and droppers, as well as
the speed and dexterity of the ground-staff for a couple of rain delays.
Eventually the All England Club had to acquiesce to the weather gods, finally pulling the roof
over before Murray edged out Pospisil in straight sets. The Canadian was perhaps unlucky to be
pulled up on two time violation warnings, both of which eventually cost him his serve and
ultimately the match.
Simon had a flurry of French resistance to end Federer’s run of service holds, but it was a minor
blip in a day that was business as usual for the Swiss.
In fact the match of least note was Djokovic, who now will probably relish the chance to play
Gasquet and will hope the Frenchman’s quarterfinal exertions will have left him fatigued.
The men’s semifinals will take place on Friday.
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Djokovic, Federer Surge Into Wimbledon
Final
By Ros Satar
Jul 10th 2015

There was a feeling of inevitability when defending champion Novak Djokovic took to the court
against perhaps surprise semifinalist Richard Gasquet. The Frenchman had weathered a tense
five-setter against French Open champion Stan Wawrinka, but the real question was whether he
could bring that same flair and grit to the court once more.
It was perhaps not the best of starts, losing his first service game. But Gasquet also showed he
was not there to make up the numbers, breaking Djokovic straight back before the first change
of ends.

With Djokovic breaking him twice in the tiebreak, and standing a set to the good, it would be a
long road for the Frenchman. It probably should not have included getting broken at the start of
the second set. It was by just that margin that Djokovic sealed the second set, although he
received treatment for his shoulder, sending commentators and fans alike into a frenzy
of anxiety.
Gasquet is probably known for his great collapses, having snatched defeat from the jaws of
victory a few times in his past. Once more, he fell foul of a crucial early break, and while he
fought off two match points later down the line as he struggled to hold on to his serve, a simple if
not clinical hold to love sent Djokovic into the final once more.
The Serb is now just one match away from equaling his mentor Boris Becker’s achievement of a
third Wimbledon title.
In the second semifinal between Roger Federer and Andy Murray, the pace that was set in the
opening exchanges was as blistering as the late sun hitting the court. Federer’s serving stats were
predictably high, and it proved to be the determining factor in the first set as a sloppy service
game at 5-6 cost Murray a vital foothold and advantage in the match.

If either player dipped in the second set, it was imperceptible, as once more they stayed with
each other nip and tuck, until a pivotal hold for Murray saw him save five set points.
Another inexplicably sloppy game serving at 5-6, however, handed the set to Federer for a twoset advantage - and a very long road back for Murray. It simply came down to the fact that
against most other players, Murray would have romped home in time for a clotted cream tea. But
Federer had an answer for everything, breaking him once more at the end of the third set after
some clutch tennis.

The moment undeniably belonged to Federer, who had this to say: “The thing is you can't
compare different days, different opponents, different surfaces. At the end, you're just happy
you're able to do it many times in a career or a few times in important moments. Again, one set
doesn't make the difference. If you play one great set and end up losing, it wasn't
worth anything.

“Today I was clearly able to play very well from the start. The beginning was always going to
be an important part of the game. I had to save a break point first, then I was able to start rolling
on my serve. Played a great game to break.
“So definitely one of the best matches I've played in my career. The first set I don't remember
point by point, but it was definitely really, really solid.”
The final is set – a rematch of last year’s - and if today’s semifinals are anything to go by, we
could be facing another five-set thriller – but will it be Roger’s moment of glory this time?
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Djokovic Halts Federer for Third Wimbledon
Title
By Ros Satar
Jul 12th 2015

An 18th Grand Slam title once more eluded Roger Federer, after he was defeated by the world
No. 1 and Wimbledon defending champion Novak Djokovic on Sunday 7-6(1) 6-7(10) 6-4 6-3.

From the outset, there was never any doubt who the crowd was pulling for, roaring for every
winner and groaning for every miss by the Swiss. The question of whether Federer could be as
dominant with his serving as he had been in his defeat of Andy Murray certainly looked that way
at the outset. Perhaps Djokovic seemed even a little passive by his recent standards.
When Federer broke first after a lackluster service game from Djokovic, maybe the crowd sensed
history would be on his side, finally. Just as quickly, though, Djokovic would snap right back.
The quality of tennis was warming up nicely, and really it was a case of whose nerve would fail
first – who would flinch at the vital second. A tiebreak dominated by Djokovic would seal the
deal on the first set.
Federer started to inject a little more urgency into his shots, pushing the limits of what could be
achieved on the lines as errors started to creep in more and more. He found the net certainly
more often than he would like, while Djokovic was doing more slipping and sliding than a
penguin on an ice-block. The second-set tiebreak ramped up the tension a notch. At first, it
looked as though Djokovic would establish a commanding two-set lead, before an admirable
fight-back from Federer brought the crowd to their collective feet.

Djokovic looked to be furious with himself and maybe even the capacity crowd who were so
visibly against him. Maybe we all needed a little drop of rain that sent the players off for the
briefest of moments, with Djokovic up a break.
At the resumption, Federer’s serve returned in force for the opening game. But danger was never
far away for the Swiss. Djokovic took advantage of a loose game to close out the third set, and
while more rain was imminent, it was looking as though the roof would not be needed.
It was Djokovic who broke once more at the start of the fourth set, and it was all it took for him
to close out a solid performance, albeit with muted cheers from the crowd. It was noticeable that
Federer did not acknowledge the crowd as the roof was closed ahead of the trophy presentation.

The time off court probably served Federer well to compose himself after the loss, and the crowd
to their credit gave Djokovic the respect he deserved as the successfully defending champion.
“It was always going to be tough for both players to start the first set, second set, and third set.
It's always a mental and physical challenge to keep going,” said Federer.

“We both had chances. I saved a couple of break points early, which I think was big for me to
stay with him. Then I think I had chances myself maybe. Then he got the break on a forehand I
should not miss.
He continued, “Some matches tend to be easier to digest. This one feels the case, just because of
the end of it. It was awkward having to shut the roof. You go take a shower. You come back for
the ceremony. I was like, ‘give it to Novak, it's his moment. Okay, fine. Let's go take a shower,
come back.’ So that was weird. I think that gave me a chance to also settle down and come back
and have a much better idea of what actually happened out on court.”
While the Centre Court crowd’s heart may have been with Federer, they graciously gave
Djokovic the recognition he rightly deserved, as he explained after the match.
“I think there is no reason not to be satisfied with what I have achieved. In contrary, I'm thrilled
and very proud with all the success that I had so far in the career, everything I reached. If you
would ask me as a 14-year-old back in Serbia trying to find my way that this is how I'm going to
end up at 28, of course I would sign the deal and take it right away,” he told the press after
the match.
“There were a couple of Grand Slam finals that I think I could have won. But, again, having said
that, everything happens for a reason. I try to learn from every experience, especially the ones
that don't end up victorious for me. I'm going to keep going. I’m 28. I feel good. I don't feel
old. I have hopefully many more years in front of me. I'm going to try to push my own limits
and see how far I can go with titles and with myself playing on this high level.”
He heads to New York now more confident having gotten over the disappointment of the one
Grand Slam that eludes him. After all, three out of four wouldn’t be bad.
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Bencic, Federer Shine in Early Cincinnati
Action
By Ros Satar
Aug 19th 2015

We may roll our eyes at the sheer volume of the rising tennis stars paraded before us, and in
some cases, we may sympathize with epic falls from grace that some may be experiencing. But
could 18-year-old Belinda Bencic be about to turn this curse on its head?

Inevitably, much was expected of her after she scooped the French Open and Wimbledon girls’
titles in 2013, and she ably backed that up with a run to the quarterfinals of last year’s US Open.
But the start of 2015 saw three successive opening-round defeats with just a Fed Cup win to her
name before slowly starting to turn that around with stronger performances in Indian Wells
and Miami.
A run to the final of s’Hertogenbosch saw Bencic display the kind of nuances on grass we were
more accustomed from seeing from her famous compatriots, including coaching advisor Martina
Hingis, and one Roger Federer. If we coast past her second-round drop in Birmingham, she more
than made up for that in Eastbourne, where she stunned Agnieszka Radwanska in a breezy final.
She even admitted to us in press that she has no idea why the Swiss have taken to grass like an
alpine goat to a mountain, saying that the only grass in Switzerland was “where the cows are.”
Bencic took the fight in Toronto to what appeared initially to be an invigorated Simona Halep,
who had gone through her own run of mediocre results. As fatigue, injury, and the heat started to
trouble the world No. 3, Bencic kept her cool. After being perhaps understandably jittery in
trying to tie up the championship, a commanding 3-0 lead in the deciding set saw Halep retire
and Bencic seemingly break the run of rising stars failing to continue to soar in the light of either
big results, or even better, big wins.

Maybe with the exuberance of youth, she will come to realize that being in the singles and
doubles this week for a second straight Premier event may take its toll later down the line. For
now, she can add another scalp as she outclassed Angelique Kerber in her opening round.
The key will be to handle the pressure and the expectation – something even the stars have
trouble with sometimes. It will be enough to handle just backing up a great run, having risen to a
ranking of No. 12 in the world, and she seems to be managing her expectations just fine – maybe
targeting the WTA Finals instead of grandiose claims of being the next Grand Slam winner on
the block.

The biggest ticket of the night in Cincinnati, meanwhile, was undoubtedly Roger Federer,
playing in his first tournament since losing in the Wimbledon final to world No. 1
Novak Djokovic.
After a routine win over Roberto Bautista Agut, Federe admitted that there were still things to
improve, having spent the day relaxing with his wife and children, before realizing he had a
match to play.

He said, “I'm happy I got through this first one. Now I know what it's about. I have a day off
tomorrow where I can think about how things went today, where I need to improve. There is
always a few things. And then looking forward to see who I play on Thursday.”
In the closing news of the day, Venus Williams withdrew from her match against Ana Ivanovic
in the final night match of the session with a viral illness, and Maria Sharapova withdrew with a
continuing issue with the leg injury that prevented her from playing in Toronto. With that, Halep
could be poised to regain the world No. 2 spot, if she can launch a run to the final.
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Djokovic, Serena, Wawrinka Pass Opening
Cincinnati Tests
By Ros Satar
Aug 20th 2015

It was a day for the world No. 1s in Cincinnati, and sadly the continuing controversy of the Stan
Wawrinka/Nick Kyrgios affair.
The French Open champion opened the day’s slightly delayed play on Center Court against a
spirited Borna Coric, and he soon found to his cost that being slow off the mark meant the young
Croatian would waste no time in capitalizing. That Wawrinka fought back from losing the first
set was not the story. He might have looked a little inhibited at the start of the match, but he soon
warmed up. But his comments to UK’s Sky Sports TV sparked another round of inquisition
regarding last week’s notorious comments, this time tinged with a level of poignancy that had
been lost in the general vilification.
Despite seeking out and confronting the Australian in the locker room, and Kyrgios’ apology, it
transpired there had been no private apology to the people concerned – and that the situation was
not as clear-cut as it may seem.
Wawrinka said, “I was struggling today to be completely on the court and to fight the way I
wanted and everything. It’s been a tough day for some people, and it's always difficult to
completely focus on the tennis court.”
More tellingly, when the English question portion of the press conference was over, he wanted to
make sure that all the questions were done and dusted because the topic had to end here. “That's
not just a few words,” said Wawrinka, “but with one sentence he can touch a lot and hurt a lot of
people. No one really sees the consequences for the people involved. That's the main problem,
and that's the big concern for myself. That's why it's tough to deal with.”

Following right along was women’s defending champion Serena Williams, who faced a bit of a
test against Tsvetana Pironkova. In her first match since losing to eventual Toronto champion
Belinda Bencic, all eyes were understandably on the performance of the Williams elbow.
After the match, Serena assessed her performance, saying “I feel fit, which is a start. She's really
getting a lot of balls back, so I was just really trying to fight and stay in there. I think it could be
a lot better. It's not where I would want it ideally, but I'm going to have to fix that more mentally
than anything. I think once I lock in there I will be okay.”
Things were maybe a little more entertaining between Novak Djokovic, chasing that elusive
Cincinnati Masters title, as he tackled the unpredictable Benoit Paire. The crowd were in for a
treat in a good-natured match that served as a pleasing counterpoint to the angst and continuing
drama from the beginning of the day.
“It was a strange match all in all,” said Djokovic. “The instructions I got from the coach was
expect the unexpected, and that was the case. A lot of drop shots. He's got a great backhand. He's
got a good serve. You couldn't really predict what kind of shot comes your way: a slow spin ball
or fast flat? I had to stay alert all the time.”

“Also. I wasn't playing my best. It's the first match in Cincinnati, which has different conditions
than in Canada, so it took me time to really adjust. This wasn't a first-round opponent I really
wanted, but, again, it was a satisfying match, and hopefully I can do better tomorrow.”

Djokovic will have been relieved at any rate to have gotten his match out of the way before the
rain put a sizeable dent in the evening’s schedule, along with thunder and pretty impressive
lightning. The upshot was that the night schedule on Center Court started almost two and a half
hours later than planned, and Grandstand was still dealing with the carry over from the day
session as Sloane Stephens resumed to force and eventually win a three-setter.
With Andy Murray and Rafael Nadal still to get their campaigns underway, the schedule can ill
afford much more bad weather at such a crucial stage in players’ preparations.
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Djokovic Leads Serbian Surge; Nadal Falls
By Ros Satar
Aug 21st 2015

Novak Djokovic had a nervy test on Thursday in Cincinnati as he continues his quest for a
complete set of Masters titles (gold, gilt-edged, or otherwise). While he was in control in the first
set against David Goffin, things rapidly unraveled in the second set. First, a racquet met the force
of his displeasure, before Goffin reeled off six games in a row to take the second set and set up a
3-0 lead in the decider.
Grit then kicked in as Djokovic took his own turn at ploughing furrows in the scoreboard,
spinning six games of his own on the trot to book a matchup with Stan Wawrinka for the first
time since their French Open final.

Needless to say, Djokovic was pretty hard on his assessment of his game. “It's tough to say
honestly. It was a solid first set, but whatever happened in the next 45 minutes I don't want to
remember it,” he said, smiling. “Credit to him for playing some solid, consistent tennis, always
making me play an extra shot. I wasn't on the court. I just lost the intensity and concentration.”
The bubble burst meanwhile for WTA rising star Belinda Bencic, who tearfully exited stage left
with a strained right forearm in her third-round match against Lucie Safarova. The teenager has
been on an impressive swing since winning her first title in Eastbourne, where she defeated thenworld No. 13 Agnieszka Radwanska.
Bencic certainly caught people’s attention last week with that tremendous run, laying waste to a
host of Grand Slam champions and finalists left and right. It is a wise head on young shoulders
that prevented her from playing through the pain, even though the feeling of retiring for the first
time upset her.
She said, “First of all, I don't think it's very serious. I just wasn't 100% today. To beat Lucie or
even compete against her, you need to be 100%. I'm really sorry I had to retire. It was I think the
first time ever I retired in a match, so it didn't feel very good.”

There was more Serbian drama to come from the ladies with first Jelena Jankovic and then Ana
Ivanovic literally clawing their way to wins. In the case of Ivanovic, who was outclassed by a
focused Sloane Stephens in the first set, the pair embarked on a marathon eighth game in the
second set with 14 deuces and nine break points before Stephens finally held.
“To be honest, I felt like that game helped me a lot because I really struggled to get my rhythm,”
Ivanovic said. “During the match, she was very aggressive. In the second set, I was trying to
fight back and trying to change things. The important thing was that after I lost that game, in the
next game I managed to stay calm and serve well and actually win that game and go 5-4 up. I
really felt like that was the turning point. Not the eighth game, but the ninth.”
She will face Serena Williams in a rematch of last year’s Cincinnati final.

There was more woe for Rafael Nadal as he came out on the losing end of an encounter with
fellow Spanish lefty Feliciano Lopez. His compatriot kept himself in the match by taking the
second set, and the crowd were treated to a taut deciding tie-break.
“I was there during the whole match with the right intensity, with the right attitude, doing the
things that I have to do, trying to be more aggressive, trying to go to the net more often,”

commented Nadal. “That's what I did. But today I played against an opponent that played a
fantastic match, I think. He played the best match he’s ever played against me, without a doubt.”
In the continuing battle around the world No. 2 spot, the incumbent Andy Murray made life hard
for himself starting slowly in the first two sets and looking in danger of being outclassed by a
speedy Grigor Dimitrov. Only when the Bulgarian’s backhand began to get more ragged did
Murray’s tenaciousness keep him in with a shot.
“Playing a three-hour match of that kind of intensity and the length of some of the points is
obviously a good test,” Murray acknowledged. “You want to build up that sort of a reputation
that when you are behind that you're going to try to come back and you're going to fight all the
way. You know, if that's in the back of your opponent's mind going to a competition that helps.”
The winner of the quickest to the dinner reservation award went to Roger Federer, who sped past
the big-serving Kevin Anderson and will face a Spanish leftie in the quarterfinal – just not the
one he was expecting. Lopez hasn’t had the better of him since they were juniors but is also
enjoying a solid run at the moment.
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Federer, Murray Set Cincinnati Clash;
Serena Rallies
By Ros Satar
Aug 21st 2015

The ATP side of things has shaped up pretty nicely in Cincinnati for the three main men in the
mix for the all-important US Open seedings next week.
At the top of the tree, Novak Djokovic found the form that had maybe been eluding him at the
start of the week, as he firmly banished all memories of the French Open defeat to Stan
Wawrinka with a confident win over the Swiss.

“As I play more and spend more time on the practice court during the matches,” Djokovic noted,
“I allow myself to get back into the right routine and get back in the rhythm where I want to be. I
felt like today, as well, that the baseline game was much more solid, more controlled. Whenever
I needed to hit the ball and take over the control of the rally, I have done so. Every aspect of my
game was a much better performance than it was in first matches.”
We will not add fuel to the ever-continuing fire of the ‘sledging’ of last week, but by his own
admission it has been a tough few days for Wawrinka, as he continues to make his tennis do
the talking.
He may have been surprised to be facing Alexandr Dolgopolov and not Tomas Berdych, who
quite honestly had passed through the terminal with hardly any fanfare (or interviews) until his
straight-sets dispatch. Berdych has put a lot of faith in the coaching and meticulous game
planning of Dani Vallverdu, but in doing so, we fear he has lost what intuition he had to be able
to adapt when that game plan is not working.
Of course, the focus of the day is the impending rematch between Andy Murray and Roger
Federer. Having regained the No. 2 spot, Murray has toiled a little in the Midwest sun, while

Federer has looked suitably in control this week. And surely the manner of his win at
Wimbledon over the 2013 champion there has to give him a teeny bit of confidence?
“I've played him quite well recently,” said Federer. “It hasn’t always been like that. He had a run
of matches where he was beating me maybe three, four times in a row. Wimbledon was a really
good match of mine. I served great. I'm not going to expect myself to serve this well tomorrow,
but I hope I can still play somewhat close to that. There will be more baseline rallies in my
opinion, even though it's going to be a day session match. That's a switch for me going from
three nights to a day now. The day plays much faster than the nighttime.”

On the women’s side Serena Williams had another battle on her hands when she faced a pretty
inspired Ana Ivanovic, who took the match to the world No. 1. Ivanovic edged the first set and
pushed her in the second before Williams ‘did a Serena’ and pulled back the deficit in the second
and third sest, as Ivanovic started to visibly tire.
It has been a tough season for the Serbian, suffering from a broken toe at the start of the year,
thanks to a stubborn bathroom door, and she admitted that she had felt like she was always
playing catch up.

Williams will face Elina Svitolina, a WTA rising star who made light work of Lucie Safarova in
the third set, dropping a bagel on the Czech Roland Garros finalist.
The most entertaining press conference honors had to go to Jelena Jankovic, who announced on
court in her post-match interview that she was ’30 and flirty,’ but once more she is at the
business end of a Premier Mandatory, proving that age is just a number.
“It's not easy, long days, but that's the job I chose to do and I cannot complain,” Jankovic pointed
out. “Especially when you're doing well, you don't want to complain. It’s like you're tired, but
it's that good tiredness. It’s like you feel good because you have done a good job. It's worse
when you're losing and you're aching. It was the worst feeling. So when you're winning and
you're tired, you're fine. You love it. You have a good sleep. You had a great day.”
The semifinals start at 1pm on Saturday,
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Djokovic, Federer, Serena, Halep Reach
Cincinnati Finals
By Ros Satar
Aug 23rd 2015

The men kicked off the semifinals action at the Western and Southern Open on Saturday in
vastly contrasting styles. World No. 1 Novak Djokovic would continue seeking that elusive
Cincinnati Masters to complete a career Masters set.
Elusive was almost the watchword of the day as Alexandr Dolgopolov made sure that his
swiftness of approach caught Novak Djokovic by surprise, swiftly building up an advantage and
earning glares of consternation to his box.

Things were not helped by a particularly boisterous fan calling out just prior to Dolgopolov’s
serves, earning a stiff rebuke by umpire Carlos Bernardes, who reminded him that the good
people in the crowd had come to watch the tennis and not listen to him. Either way, to be honest
this 4-6 7-6 6-2 victory was the epitome of winning ugly, even by Djokovic’s own admission.
“I managed to dig deep and refused to give up. That's how I won,” said Djokovic. “Basically last
16 match against Goffin, and that's how I won today. Very similar matches in terms of quality of
tennis from my side. I was not very happy the way I played. But, again, a win is a win. I
managed to do that because I was all the time there fighting.”
As the baton was passed to Andy Murray and Roger Federer to conclude the line up for
tomorrow’s final, we expected a very different match. We were not to be disappointed, for the
pair set a cracking pace. What caught our eye was Federer’s new trick of standing well inside the
baseline for second serves.
Federer explained, “I did it in practice more as a joke, and I tried it again and again and again,
and it just seems like it's not that hard for me to do. Plus, it makes you play very committed. Up
there, is no room for not being committed, otherwise you'll lose the point every single time. It's
very much all about timing and reaction.

“It was fun for me today. I've still got to understand when I can do it and when I should and
shouldn't do it. But it can break somebody's rhythm. Maybe it can play with the mind a
little bit.”
This felt like a more competitive encounter than their Wimbledon battle, maybe because
Federer’s serving was good but not as obliterating as it had been that summer’s day in London.
Still, the Swiss prevailed 6-4 7-6(6) without dropping his serve.
Murray will now head to New York knowing that the US Open seeding situation is out of his
hands, since Federer needs to defend his title to claim the No. 2 seed.

In the evening came the women, as Serena Williams overcame a feisty start by Elina Svitolina to
eventually prevail. It is probably not worth reading too much into this, but Williams has been
troubled on and off by an elbow injury that has hampered her serving, and she admitted the other
day that it is in her best interests not to have everything in perfect synchronization this far ahead
of New York.

She noted, “I’ve felt better, but I'm in the final playing the way I've played, so I feel like I'm okay
with that. I know I can play so much better. Some matches I've played better here, and I really
felt the connection and that was really good to feel.”
Rounding out the day was Simona Halep comfortably dispatching Jelena Jankovic, who probably
just ran out of steam. With her advancement to the final, in light of Maria Sharapova’s
withdrawal, Halep is projected to pass her for the world No. 2 ranking and US Open seeding.
The Western and Southern Open finals will start with the men at 1pm.
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Federer, Serena Capture Cincinnati Crowns
By Ros Satar
Aug 23rd 2015

Perhaps it was a case of wanting this just a little too much, as once more Novak Djokovic fell
short to Roger Federer in Cincinnati, and that career Masters boxed set has to wait for at least
one more year.
It had been an up and down tournament for Djokovic, whose first two matches were not up to his
usual high standards, before a surprisingly solid performance against another Swiss star in Stan
Wawrinka. Today was one Swiss too far as Federer was clinically aggressive, shutting Djokovic
down in straight sets and claiming a record seventh Cincinnati title.

Djokovic had no choice but to admit he had been outclassed, saying “I think he's more
aggressive here than in any other tournament because the surface and conditions allow him to
play very fast. He generally copes well with the fast balls, fast game. He likes this rhythm; I don't
too much. It was the right tactics for him. I knew coming into the match he was going to be
aggressive. No question about it. I did well until the tiebreak in the first set; after that, he was just
the better player. I'm going to keep fighting to make history. Obviously it's a great incentive and
inspired me to come back and play my best tennis.”
Federer’s decision to skip Montreal paid dividends. “I just realized over all the years that I've
played,” he explained, “that it's just really difficult to win back-to-back Montréal and Cincinnati,
or Toronto and Cincinnati for that matter. So I just chose to roll the dice a little bit and see how
things were going to go. If they went great here, it was a great plan. If not, I was going to go
back and practice and be really motivated for the US Open to start.
“Now I've got the confidence, I've got the matches, and I'm actually still feeling really fresh even
after this week because the matches have been rather short. And because I didn't play both
tournaments, I can really pace myself next week and see how much practice I really need. It's
more about getting used to the different surface speed, and then switching to different balls,
which I think is usually going to be the biggest change to us, the players.”

The women’s final looked as though it could spring a surprise as Simona Halep raced out to a 31 lead over Serena Williams. But Serena clawed her way back into the first set, with the volume
ever increasing. After securing it, though, she was led on a merry dance in the second set through
the tiebreak, which could have easily gone the other way.

Williams finally edged the Romanian 6-3 7-6(5), and suddenly the smiles broke out, pleasingly
for both players. Halep has regained some form after a pretty mediocre European campaign, and
with this final she regains the world No. 2 spot and more importantly the No. 2 seeding for the
US Open.
Williams had been a little up and down both on and off the court this week, and ahead of all this
increasing pressure she could be honest about what needs to happen.
“I definitely feel there is room for improvement. I think that playing Simona really tested me,
and I felt like I was up for the challenge and up for the test. Final grade, I'm not sure yet. But I do
know that there is room for improvement for me, and I can do better. At least I'm on the right
track of going up and not back.”

All this year, we have been looking for a real challenger to Serena. No disrespect at all to the
recently deposed No. 2 Maria Sharapova, but injuries have made her an outsider at best to push
Williams to the limit. Has Halep turned the corner for her year?
“I have a lot of confidence because I played tough matches and I won difficult matches,” Halep
observed. “So I'm pretty sure that I have a good game now. I can win matches. I feel good on
court. I'm a little bit tired, but it's normal after many matches. I'm okay and I'm looking forward
to the next match.”
One thing is for sure: with the No. 2 seeding sewn up, the scene is set for a new challenger to
Serena’s throne in the Big Apple.

